NAME: Hawkeye
GENDER: Male
DATE OF BIRTH: November 29, 2019
Hawkeye is a huge, gentle white and grey
male cat who loves to have his chin and neck
scratched if you first get permission by
introducing your hand for him to smell. He is
strong and muscular, with the big, beautiful
but rugged face of a well-worn veteran of
encounters while looking for receptive
momma cats. Those days are over, and his
neutering has made him relaxed, docile,
gentle, and purring loudly when his chin and
ears are scratched. He has taken to sleeping in the bathroom sink bowl
and loves being near a window to look outside.
Although he is tolerant of other cats, Hawkeye takes pains to establish
himself as the dominant kitty, mainly through staring contests and strategic
physical placement of his body. He would do well with a female or younger
kittens he can help raise. Generally, Hawkeye is a loner who prefers his
own peaceful place near a window or in the bathroom sink. Hawkeye is an
ideal cat for anyone who loves a big giant cat to sleep all day and lay within
reach for you to pet and meow his trills to get your attention.
Hawkeye has had a hard life for several years in the cold winter and hot
summer of horse barns but is so happy to be inside and to have human
affection and attention. He purrs and purrs and long as you have the
desire to rub and scratch his ears and chin.
Hawkeye has been happy and healthy other than coping with a sore broken
canine tooth. The vet pointed it out but did not seem worried about his tooth
at his last visit. He has been neutered, vaccinated, microchipped, and
tested negative for FeLV. Hawkeye was found to be HIV+ during his
standard vetting. For more information about FIV+ cats please ask Meows
Corner staff.
Hawkeye is a great eater and likes all types of Fancy Feast. At the café he
is eating Fancy Feast class pate and Purina One dry kibble.

